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Competitive Audit-
Used to compare Runerra with compare-itors such
as Ritual.

Stakeholder Interview-
An overview on Runerra from its creators gave the
UX team valuable insights to move forward with in.

Journey Map-
Journey Maps give us an empathetic perspective for the user. We recreate their
experiences using the app to find their pain points and the apps shortcomings

Kano Analysis-
We sent out a design survey to practitioners in the UX space and
current Runerra usesrs. We recieved mostly quantitative feedback
on features we proposed. We analyzed and synthesized the numbers to highlight
what the users and potential users valued most, expect, and required of the app.

Annotated Wireframes-
Featured in this presentation, wireframes built based off hand sketches represent
ideation of what your users will want and what might better attract and retain
future users.

Runerra is a community marketplace that 
connects those already at the store with people 
nearby who need something. Individuals can 
share their location or errand with others in 
their communities in order to digitize the “I’m at 
the store, do you need anything?” conversation. 
Those who need groceries or other items can 
request them and avoid delivery fees by 
jumping on an existing run. Runerra’s vision is 
to challenge the traditional delivery model while 
encouraging individuals to form new 
friendships, strengthening connections within 
communities, and empowering local business 
to connect with new and loyal patrons.

GOALS

METHODS

WHAT?
Create annotated wireframes that will be effective
in bettering a users experience on Runerra
based on empirical research. 



Scenario: John is a 27 year old who works for a marketing
agency and lives with a group of friends. On his way home from 
work he heres about an app which allows you to do run errands 
for other people in exchange they will run errands for you when 
you need the help. John downloads Runerra and gives it a try. 
He gets his first request from Sarah.

Goals:
• Post a favor
• Shop for items
• Hando! items to buyer

Post a shared run Receive favor request Shop Deliver

• Selects a retailer to start a run
• Sets monetary value for favor requests
• Waits for favor requests

Onboard

• Creates account with Runerra
• Signup for Strips and get verification code
to receive reimbursements

• Relieves favor from Sarah to get toothpaste
• Accepts Sarah’s request with a $10 limit

• Looking for his own items at retailer
• Looks for Sarah’s items
• Makes multiple purchases
and itemizes receipts in store
• Money gets deposited directly to Johns
Bank Account

• Delivers Sarah’s items to her house
on his way home
• Sit’s down at desk, Sarah comes by Johns
desk and picks up her burrito

Create a feature showing how payment 
works for all users

Pain Points 

Opportunities
A rating system of sorts

John was happy with process and 
wants to make sure Sarah gets 
credit for being a respectful buyer

:/ :/

:( :(

:) :)

Runner’s Journey Map

Unsure how John will be reimbursed. 
Confused about apps intentions from 
onboarding 

John has no clue of where to find Sarah’s 
product. He is getting frustrated in the store 
and losing altruistic will to participate in app

Require the buyer (Sarah) to include picture of item 
she is requesting

Current:
Future:

A lot of steps to starting a shared run.
E!ects users willingness to make shared run

New version of app will have a
tour startup

On run 

Take pic of receipt 
post purchase with auto 
generated list 

Finished order, stuck 
itemizing receipt

Unsure of what product
looks like or where to find it

Picture of item included
in favor request

Food was successfully
delivered, everyone is happy

Features New feature requires buyer to include picture when 
necessary for buyers convenience

On board tour explaining how payment works

favor request incoming
John is happy to help Sarah

Future deployment of app will include 
a rating system showing respectfulness and 
a buy/run ratio of users
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Annotations

Budget: S
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Added notifications widget in the main menu. This will 
lead users to a page where they can customize their 
notifications

Back button functionality so users can navigate
back and forth between pages

Changed name of page to “notification settings”.
Users will have feedback from the page and know
where they are

Toggle buttons to turn on the notifications

Overall notifications are responsive to main features
on the Runerra

Runner is nearing end of run

Favor is requested on posted run

Order has changed on posted run

Receive notifications via email

Haptic response

Someone nearby is going on a run

Notification Settings2 3

pickup near you

100%9:41 AM

Search Delivery Runs

Territorial Hall

Melissa B.

Shuang Chang

Delivering to you $3 Delivery • 9 min left
In your community

100%9:41 AM

delivering to you

Jordan M.

Five Guys

Delivering to you $3 Delivery• 10 min left

Jordan M.

Five Guys

Delivering to you $3 Delivery• 10 min left+ I want to deliver

My Cash

Notifications

Logout

Sam
Lerdahl

Change Community

Payment

Help

Notifications1



9:41 AM9:41 AM9:41 AM9:41 AM

Qdoba Mexican Eats

Ashley’s Apples

Mikes Pizza Ranch

Joshua’s Jazz Club

Benny’s Bagels

Bharat’s Coffee Lab

Phil’s Imported Puff Pastries

Recent RunsRecent Runs

825 Washington Ave SE #103, Minneapolis, MN

825 Washington Ave SE #103, Minneapolis, MN

720 Washington Ave SE, Minneapolis,

720 Washington Ave SE, Minneapolis,

800 Washington Ave SE, Minneapolis, MN

800 Washington Ave SE, Minneapolis, MN

800 Washington Ave SE, Minneapolis, MN

Where are you going?
Search for nearby places or pick from
your Recent Runs

Favorites

See more

See more

Search Nearby Places
Search Nearby Places

Annotations

Budget: M
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Map is added to the background instead of a pink
background. This feature allows users to swipe down 
from “Where are you going?”, favorites, and recents.

Recent Runs is in the same place

Users can “see more” recents and favorites by clicking 
either “see more” widget. This keeps the most recent
items at the top without forgetting about past items.

Map view provided by Apple

A favorites section is added below recents. 
Favorites is below recents because they may be places
less traveled to by runners. This might be aplace a
user might get notified of when a runner is making a 
trip there.

A back button to get back to recents and favorites

Search bar was moved from middle of the screen
to top of the screen. This will keep the search bar in 
the same place when users swipe down for map view

Recenter widget. Will recenter to your location
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Heading 2 Alternate

Heading 3 (h3)

Heading 3 Colored

Heading 3 Alternate

Heading 3 Alternate Bold

Heading 4 (h4)

Heading Icon (hIcon)

Body (body)

Heading 1 (H1)

Heading 2 (H2)

Body Bold (bodyBold)

Body Bold (bodyBold)

Body Bold (bodyBold)




